GUNS AND
MICHAEL SILVER ARCHITECTURE At the end of World War II, squadrons of U.S military aircraft returned in great numbers from around the world.
Selected landing fields in the Southwest were turned into temporary storage depots for the arriving planes. With the exception of Davis-Monthan Air force base in Arizona, the landing fields were not used as warehouse sites for long.
Davis-Monthan's desert location, however, made it ideal as a permanent storage facility. 1 The aircraft arriving at the base, with no planned reuse, was considerable enough to require a facility with acres of free land.
With the sudden capitulation of Japan in 1945, Philip Chinnery writes, "Eighty-seven Dominator Bombers-nearly the entire production run -were flown directly to the storage field from a factory in Fort Worth Texas." 2 After the Korean War, more heavy artillery was sent to Davis-Monthan. At this time, "Spare parts worth over $300,000. half the cost of a single aircraft," were salvaged from obsolete B-29's. The parts included "bomb sights, engines, fuel tanks, propellers, and flight instruments.... When the aircraft were stripped-down to their skin and bones, the empty shells were sold for scrap at $2,300 each." 3 Other storage depots like Searcy Field, Walnut Ridge, and Litchfield Park became cheap sources of aircraft.
In some cases, the equipment was used for training facilities and war monuments. 4 At Wright-Patterson, an entire fleet of B-36 Peacemakers was turned into inexpensive aluminum sheets. 5 Many planes were just melted down, while some, like the P-38 Lightning, are worth millions as collectors' items if they are found intact. The recovery and restoration of a P-38 in 1992, embedded under ice in Greenland, cost three million dollars. 6 Yet, in an art market increasingly dominated by museum curators and wealthy collectors the cost of most obsolete planes remains surprisingly low. For the price of a typical suburban home, the President of MaxPower Aerospace in Smyrna, Tennessee, Tom Bennington, will sell you an airplane, "set up on a pole twenty feet above the ground so that it rotates into the wind. The plane. ..a superbly crafted airframe made of the strongest, lightest, most corrosive resistant materials available (machined to a tolerance of 1/10,000 of an inch). ..will be stripped of its engines..."
and remodeled according to one's needs. 7 Putting obsolete military hardware to unorthodox use is, of course, nothing new. Florida is full of man-made reefs that were put together by recycled material from the state's waterway bridges. As the demand has increased for the reefs and the sturdy material provided by the bridges, the search for an alternative material has intensified. 8 As part of its process of decommissioning obsolete hardware, the U.S. military donated a fleet of A-6 Intruders to the contractors responsible for the job. Eric Hilderbrandt writes, "Since fisherman land so many fish while working the waters around sunken airplanes, regional anglers assert that indigenous red snappers actually prefer airplane aluminum habitats over typical concrete reefs." 9 SILVER/ 81 THE SALVAGE HOUSE PROJECT "All efforts to render politics aesthetic culminate in one thing: War." 10 Architecture's ability to shape positive social change is limited in practice by society, by the government, and by those with the power to mobilize capital. Architecture, ultimately, lies beyond the control of individual designers.
Nevertheless, its transformative potential cannot be dismissed since architecture, in its very essence, directly affects the experience of everyday life. The ability to imagine new spaces with a palette of inexpensive materials is one way in which designers can subvert the constraints and make architecture socially progressive.
The Salvage House (Fig. 1 ) was designed to be efficient and cheapits construction is facilitated by a huge cache of obsolete military aircraft lying dormant in the American desert. From this landscape, a new architecture has been "harvested." Components recycled into the Salvage House reconfigure the irrational economy of war through a reprogramming its artifacts. By "turning swords into plow shares," the project works against neo-Futunst attempts to aestheticize the relationship between what Lebeus Woods refers to as "War and Architecture." 11 In this Robin Hood strategy of appropriation, a literal redistribution of national wealth is produced, one that avoids memorializing conflict by preserving its ruins and destructive history.
The transformation of old forms into something new and functional was the principal goal of the project. Digital technology was used to catalogue the wide variety of shapes and structures lying in wait on the desert floor. Different schemes for the house were studied in virtual space by carefully fusing point cloud files stored in a database of three-dimensional aircraft body scans. Through the use of advanced scanning technology, different trans-82 SILVER formations and grafting strategies could be carefully studied. Accurate representations of different design schemes were subsequently produced, endowing the design process with great flexibility.
The salvage house is, therefore, as much a formal project as it is a social one. And yet, the parts that constitute its overall form are not "museumized" as objects, setup in a discreet space for display. The recycled aircraft bodies are not artifacts made aesthetic through the process of reassembly; instead, they form a sheltering space that diminishes the archeological value of its parts. Through a process of domestic reprogrammmg, the original aircraft bodies can no longer be regarded as inert objects separated from the viewer by the curatorial passions of museums directors, preservationists, military historians, or memorial designers. 
